Learn from the experts...dual formats – Audio CDs & Audio Tapes!

The 27th Annual International Conference may be over—but you still have the unique opportunity to learn from the expert presenters. As a special service to members, recordings of the conference sessions are available for purchase in audiocassette and audio CD formats. Check the listing below & order your selections today.

- all sessions may be purchased individually for $12 each unless otherwise noted or...
- purchase a specially-priced complete conference set for $499.00 SAVE OVER 35% ..............  CD   Tape

Thursday, November 4, 2004

PRE-CONFERENCE COURSES

CD Tapes ($24...

020AB Introduction to Basic Clinical and Theoretical Concepts in Self Psychology - [Co-Leaders: Robert L. James, MD, PhD; Sanford Shapiro, MD]
030AB Working with Parents and Families - [Co-Leaders: Amy H. Eldridge, PhD; Carla M. Leone, PhD]
040AB Analytic Work with Artists and Other Creative Persons - [Co-Leaders: David Shaddock, MA; George A. Hagman, MSW; Carl T. Rotenberg, MD; Carol M. Press, EdD]
050AB MASTER CLASS: Intersubjective Systems Perspective - [Co-Leaders: Donna M. Orange, PhD, PsyD; Robert D. Stolorow, PhD, ABPP]
060AB Infant Research and Adult Treatment - [Leader: Beatrice A. Beebe, PhD]
070AB Couples Therapy - [Co-Leaders: Martin Livingston, PhD; David Shaddock, MA]
080AB Having a Child with Learning Disabilities: The Impact on the Family - [Co-Leaders: Joseph Palombo, MA; Amy H. Eldridge, PhD; Margaret Amerongen, Marco Bemabei; Susanna Federici-Nebbiosi; Eva Rass; Faye Mishna]
090AB A Case of Trauma, Dissociation, and Dissociative Identity Disorder - [Co-Leaders: Ira Poll, PhD, PsyD; Estelle Shane, PhD]
100AB (CD Tapes $24...)(Evening Presentation) Body Rhythms and Improvisation: Play with the Music Behind the Lyrics in Psychoanalysis - [Co-Leaders: Steven H. Knoblauch, PhD; Philip A. Ringstrom, PhD, PsyD]

Friday, November 5, 2004

MAIN CONFERENCE PROGRAM

CD Tapes ($24...)

010AB PANEL I - The Metal Box and the Way In - [Chair: Arthur Malin, MD; Presenter: Lucynn Carlton, JD, MS]
020AB PANEL II - Struggling Out of the Box: The Challenge of Self and Interactive Regulation - [Chair: Arthur Malin, MD; Presenter: Lucynn Carlton, JD, MS]
030AB PANEL III - Out of the Box: Discovering a Vitalized Self Experience - [Chair: Arthur Malin, MD; Presenter: Lucynn Carlton, JD, MS]

Optional Luncheon (includes Kohut Memorial Lecture): Specificity Theory: Conceptualization of a Personal and Professional Quest for Therapeutic Possibility - [Arthur Malin, MD; James L. Fosshage, PhD; Howard A. Bacal, MD, FRCP; Alan R. Kindler, MBBS, FRCP]

CD Tapes ($24...)

150AB PANEL IV: Pseudo-Ending and New Beginnings - [Chair: Arthur Malin, MD; Presenter: Lucynn Carlton, JD, MS]

Workshop Session A

CD Tapes ($24...)

160 1. Sustained Empathic Focus, Vulnerability, and the Centrality of Subjective/Affective Experience: Further Thoughts on a Self-Psychoanalytical Approach to the Clinical Use of Dreams - [Presenter: Martin S. Livingston, PhD; Moderator: Sheldon J. Meyers, MD; Discussant: Carol Mayhew, PhD, PsyD]
170 2. Incongruities in Early Relationships - Leading to a Confused Sense of Self - [Presenter: Joan C. Dasteel, MSW, PhD; Moderator: Paula B. Fuqua, MD; Discussant: Midge Breslin, M.Ed]
180 3. Workshop: Applying Practice to Theory: Dysfunctional “Repetition” from the Viewpoints of Freud, Ego Psychology, Relational Psychoanalysis, and Contemporary Self Psychology - [Presenter: Lester Lenoff, MSW; Moderator: Morton Shane, MD]
190 4. Informed Empathy: Therapeutic Parenting for Children with Learning Disabilities - [Presenters: Margaret Amerongen, MSW, RSW; Faye Mishna, PhD; Moderator: Iris Hilde, MA; Discussant: Joyce Weisel-Barth, PhD, PsyD]
200 5. "...But I Love Him!!!" Working with the Target of Domestic Violence - [Presenter: Valerie G. Gibeaman, MSW; Moderator: Ronald A. Bodansky, PhD; Discussant: Judith Levene, PhD]
210AB 6. The Relevance of Early Lacan for Psychoanalytic Phenomenology and Contextualism - [Presenter: Robert D. Stolorow, PhD, ABPP; Moderator: Josy E. Fisch, MD; Discussant: Barnet D. Malin, MD]
220 7. On the Co-Construction of Empathy - [Presenter: Frank M. Lachmann, PhD; Moderator: Gary M. Rodin, MD; Discussant: Peter Schou, PhD]
230 8. Mutual Affective Influence in the Emergence and Resolution of a Suicidal Crisis: Longings for the Therapist-As-Subject - [Presenter: Lynne Jacobs, PhD, PsyD; Moderator: Susan Lazar, MD; Discussant: Marcia Dobson, PhD]
240 9. Emergence and the Analytic Third: A Dynamic Systems View of Selfobject Experience in Potential Space - [Presenter: Christine C. Kaifer, PhD; Moderator: William J. Coburn, PhD, PsyD; Discussant: Jacqueline J. Gotthold, PsyD]
250 10. Who Dissociates? Incest Survivor or Therapist? - [Presenter: Stuart D. Perlman, PhD; Moderator: Ruth Gruenthal, MSW, Discussant: Doris K. Silverman, PhD]
260 12. Seeing With Our Senses - [Presenter: Helen Grebow, PhD, PsyD; Moderator: Shelley R. Doctors, PhD; Discussant: Steven H. Knoblauch, PhD]
270 13. Psychoanalysis, Creativity, and Hope: Forward Edge Strivings in the Life and Work of Choreographer Paul Taylor - [Presenter: Carol M. Press, EdD; Moderator: Marian D. Tolpin, MD; Discussant: Judith R. Kaufman, MSW]
Sunday, November 7, 2004

Workshop Session B

1. In a Perfect World: Early Traumatic Loss and the Need for Perfection - Presenter: Susanne M. Weil, LCSW; Moderator: Richard B. Rosenstein, MD; Discussant: Judith C. Pickles, PhD, PsyD

2. Workshop Duo: Spiritual Psychoanalytic Dialogue - Presenters: Maxwell S. Sucharov, MD; Judith Blackstone, MA; Moderator: Doris Brothers, PhD

3. “How to Bounce Back When You Think You Can’t: The P.R.I.D.E. Factor” - Presenters: Carol A. Munschauer, PhD; Dave Hood

4. Perturbing a Dynamic Order: Dynamic Systems Theory and Clinical Application - Presenter: Peggy DuBois, BS, MA; Moderator: James M. Fisch, MD; Discussant: Sandra M. Kiersky, PhD

5. On Not Learning From Experience - Presenter: Michael D. Pariser, PsyD; Moderator: Joseph D. Lichtenberg, MD; Discussant: Jeffrey K. Seitelman, MD

6. Using Shame as a Positive and Self-Enhancing Phenomenon within the Therapeutic Relationship - Presenter: Deborah J. Thomas, BSc; Moderator: Andrew P. Morrison, MD; Discussant: Martha Slagerman, PhD, PsyD

7. Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR): An Effective Adjunct to Self Psychological Treatment - Presenter: Margaret N. Baker, PhD; Howard S. Baker, MD; Moderator: Wolfgang Milch, MD; Discussant: Rick Avery, LCSW

8. Intergenerational Transmission of Trauma: Bearing Witness to “My” Experience of Genocide - Presenter: Shake‘ Topalian, MA, RNCS; Moderator: Allen M. Siegel, MD; Discussant: Lily Hodis, PhD, PsyD

9. Realizing the Self – What It Means to be Real - Presenter: Avramit Brodsky, MA; Moderator: Sandy Shapiro, MD; Discussant: Michael D. Clifford, MDiv, CSW

10. Friends or Foes: Treating the Sibling Relationship from the Perspective of Self Psychology - Presenter: Carla M. Leone, PhD; Moderator: Jane C. Jordan, LCSW; Discussant: Rukhsana Bukhari, MBBS, FRCP

11. Art and the Holocaust (Part 1) - Presenters: Anna Ornstein, MD; George A. Hagman, MSW; Carl T. Rotenberg, MD; Carol M. Press, EdD

12. Looking Back, What We Learned When We Were Patients: A Dialogue - Presenters: Carmine Schettini, MD; Elaine Luft, D.Psyh; Moderator: Hazel Ipf, PhD; Discussant: Jaga Nath Glassman, MD

Workshop Session C

1. Reconsidering the Unconscious: Shifting Relational States, Activators, and the Variable Unconscious - Presenter: Bruce Herzog, MD, FRCP; Moderator: Jane C. Jordan, LCSW; Discussant: Sally Howard, PhD, PsyD

2. Ethics and Selves Psychology - Presenter: John H. Riker, PhD; Moderator: Sanford Shapiro, MD; Discussant: R. William Barron, MD

3. Shift Happens: Understanding Patterns of Interaction Between Participants Who are Subject to Borderline States and Their Analysts - Presenter: Leonard D. Bearne, PsyD; Moderator: Tessa M. Phillips, MA, MA; Discussant: Steven Stern, PsyD

4. Loss, Surrender, and Transformation: Finding the Light in the Darkness of Chronic Illness - Presenters: Stan T. Dudley, PhD; Todd F. Walker, PsyD; Moderator: Bernard Brickman, MD; Discussant: Marilyn Jacobs, PhD

5. Lost in Transition: Accessing Mid-Ranged Dissociative Defenses and State Shifts - Presenter: Hollis L. McMillan, PhD; Moderator: Jeffrey L. Trop, MD; Discussant: Sandra Palef, PhD

6. Art and the Holocaust (Part 2) - Presenters: Anna Ornstein, MD; George A. Hagman, MSW; Carl T. Rotenberg, MD; Carol M. Press, EdD

7. Workshop: “A Helen Memorial” A close reading of an elegy by Dr. Edward P. McCrorie in conversation with Estelle Shane, PhD; Presenter: Edward P. McCrorie, PhD; Discussant: Estelle Shane, PhD

8. On Ideals and Idealization - Presenter: Andrew P. Morrison, MD; Moderator: Howard A. Bacal, MD, FRCP; Discussant: Doriene Sorter, PhD

9. Hidden Wounds: A Study in Political Trauma - Presenter: Barbara S. Kane, CSW; MSW; Moderator: David M. Terman, MD; Discussant: Jennifer Leighton, CSW

ORDER:

When ordering, please identify program by #241104

BY PHONE: With your credit card, please call: (800) 747-8069; (818) 957-0874 - 8:30-4:00 PST, Mon – Fri.

BY MAIL: Complete this form, with payment to: Content Management Corp., 3043 Foothill Blvd., Suite #2, La Crescenta, CA 91214

BY FAX: Fax your order form with credit card information to: (818) 957-0876 24 hours/day; 7 days/week

ON-LINE: Visit our secure order site at: http://www.softconference.com/241104

BY EMAIL: Submit your order with credit card information to: craigm@cmcgc.com

MAIL ORDER FORM - PSYCHOLOGY OF THE SELF 2004

All CDs/tapes are covered by a lifetime guarantee - Defective audios will be replaced free-of-charge * Free Storage Album with Each 6 Tape/12 CD Purchase * All Sales Final After 30 Days * All returned audios within 30 days subject to 25% restocking fee * We accept VISA, MC, AmExpress, & personal/company checks payable to CONTENT MANAGEMENT CORP.

Credit Card Acct Number

Signature

Ship to: Name

Company

Address

City/State/Zip

Daytime Phone Number

email address

Check

VISA

MC

AmEx

Exp. Date

Total Audio CD Selections .....................................$________

Total Special Audio CD Set Packages at $499.00 .............$________

Total Audio Tape Selections ....................................$________

Total Special Audio Tape Set Packages at $499.00 .............$________

Mailing & Handling $1 per tape/CD to a $10 max ............$________

Payment differences payable to CONTENT MANAGEMENT CORP. (Foreign Mail/Hand. - Add $2/tape/CD to $75 max)

Total Amount...All Prices Are in U.S. Funds ........ $________

* * * Foreign Mail/Hand. - Add $2/tape/CD to $75 max...$________